MEMORANDUM

Job 10690

To:

Darren de Klerk (Central Hawke’s Bay District Council)

From:

Sam Morris (Lowe Environmental Impact)

Date:

29th of March 2021

Subject:

T:C.14a – Existing/Future Farming System and OverseerFM Analysis

This memo relates to and follows on from the ‘Existing Farming System’ memo (LEI
2021:T:B.13). This memo provides an overview of the nutrient losses from the existing farm
system as modelled in OverseerFM. It also presents a series of future farm system scenarios
and modelled nutrient losses with the proposed application of wastewater from the
neighbouring Takapau Wastewater Treatment Plant.
BACKGROUND
Central Hawke’s Bay District Council (CHBDC) are responsible for the management of the
Takapau Wastewater Treatment Plant (TWWTP). Consent DP180115W authorises the
discharge of treated wastewater from the WWTP to the Makaretu River via a drain wetland,
expiring on the 31st of October 2021. As part of the consent renewal process, CHBDC are
investigating alternative discharge environments with one of these being to land on the
Drummonds property.
As detailed within the memorandum titled ‘Existing Farming System’ (LEI 2021:T:B.13) there
are two land parcels that the Drummonds operate which are proposed to receive Takapau’s
wastewater. The Drummond’s own one of the land parcels located at 45 Burnside Road and
lease the neighbouring land parcel at 4292 State Highway 2 (Figure 1). In total there is
42.4 ha of land for the proposed land treatment area; the Drummond owned land parcel is
23.5 ha and the leased parcel is 18.9 ha. There are other parcels of land that the Drummond’s
own which are included in their farming system, but the focus here are the two parcels located
adjacent to State Highway 2.
As mentioned in the ‘Existing Farming System’ memo (LEI 2021:T:B.13), these two land
parcels are adjacent to the Makaretu River, which falls within the wider Tukituki River
catchment, thus falling under the Tukituki Plan Change 6 (PC6) requirements. Therefore, a
Farm Environment Management Plan (FEMP) and OverseerFM model needs to be produced
simulating nutrient losses from the property both under existing farming practices, as well as
following future farming and wastewater applications. Part of this is the need for the property
to comply with Table 5.9.1D of PC6 which underlines the permitted nutrient leaching amount
per land use capability (LUC) class. LUC is a measure of a soil’s suitability and versatility to a
range of productive uses where a lower LUC score, the more versatile the soil1. The two
parcels here contain LUC class 2 and 3 soils, with the majority being LUC class 3.

1

Lynn, I., Manderson, A., Page, M., Harmsworth, G., Eyles, G., … Newsome, P. (2009). Land Use
Capability Survey Handbook (3rd Eds.). Landcare Research.
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A number of land use scenarios have been developed representing potential future nutrient
losses. Table 1 represents the naming conventions used within this memorandum to
distinguish between each scenario.
MODELLING APPROACH
Due to the application of wastewater and the potential intensification of farming, a land use
consent is required and a series of farming scenarios have been developed within OverseerFM
to model potential nutrient losses. Had wastewater not been applied to this property, none
of this modelling would be necessary.

Figure 1: Proposed Land Application Site
Table 1: OverseerFM Assessment Scenarios
OverseerFM Assessment
Scenario 0 – Baseline (2020 FEMP)
Scenario 1 – Baseline (2021 Existing System)
Scenario 2 – WW Irrigated Only
Scenario 3A – Cut & Carry (WW Irrigated)
Scenario 3B – Cut & Carry (WW Irrigated)

Type
All Drummond Owned Property (LEI, 2021: T:B.13)
Owned + Leased Parcel
Owned + Leased Parcel
Owned + Leased Parcel
Owned Parcel Only
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The modelling undertaken has assumed a future growth scenario, with wastewater only
applied. In the interim period there is the possibility of applying wastewater and clean water
(river water), along with fertiliser, to achieve the same nutrient loss.
The proposed irrigation system is a centre pivot. This has been strategically located to cover
as much of the property as possible. However, there are some corners (and wastewater
buffers close to the road, where there will be no wastewater application. However, clean
water (river water) and fertiliser could be applied – for the sake of simplicity this ‘nonwastewater area’ has not been modelled.
SCENARIO 0 – BASELINE (2020 FEMP)
Colin Tyler (Ravensdown) was contracted by the Drummonds to prepare a Farm Environment
Management Plan (FEMP) and OverseerFM model for all of the land parcels which are owned
and operated by the Drummonds (refer to memo LEI 2021:T:B.13). This was completed in
2018 and updated again in 2020. However, as the wastewater is not going to be applied to
all of the land parcels and it does not include the adjacent land parcel leased by the
Drummonds, this current FEMP and nutrient budget does not provide a suitable baseline for
comparison to future land uses. Table 2 represents the nutrient budget summary for this
model for all land included within the FEMP. Attachment 1, Table 8 represents the block
summary for the three blocks included within the FEMP that are for the proposed irrigation
parcel owned by the Drummonds, as well as the Overseer inputs for the entire farm. Two of
the three blocks documented within Table 8 relating to the proposed application site are
cropping blocks with the other being for pasture.
Table 2: Nutrient Losses for Drummond Owned Land (Ravensdown)
Area (ha)
69.8

N Loss Total
(kg)
1,833

N Loss per ha
(kg N/ha)
26

P Loss Total
(kg)
28

P Loss per ha
(kg P/ha)
0.4

Retrieved from Tyler & Stewart (2020)2
Across the entire Drummond owned land, N losses were 4 % higher than the LUC N leaching
allowance specified in Table 5.9.1D of PC6 (calculated to be 25 kg N/ha). The three blocks
within the proposed irrigation area contain a weighted average leaching level of 37.7 kg N/ha,
which is significantly higher than the whole farm average (26 kg N/ha). This shows that there
are higher N leaching rates for these blocks, particularly the two cropping blocks, which would
have been previously offset by lower N loss pasture elsewhere (Attachment A, Table 8).
SCENARIO 1 – BASELINE (2021 EXISTING SYSTEM)
A baseline OverseerFM model for the proposed wastewater land treatment area for the period
April 2019 to March 2021 has been produced (with no wastewater applied). This model
incorporated information from the Ravensdown model, alongside correspondence with
Malcolm Drummond and contains more recent up to date information. The neighbouring
leased parcel shown in Figure 1 has been included which is primarily a cut and carry block,
with grazing of stock on the lower terrace adjacent to the Makaretu River. Other blocks owned
by the Drummonds which have been included in previous assessments have been excluded,
with a focus here on just the lease property and the adjacent parcel beside the treatment
ponds.
Tyler, C., & Stewart, C. (2020). Farm Environmental Management Plan: Drummond Contractors Ltd.
Ravensdown.
2
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This baseline OverseerFM model is of the existing system (including the leased land parcel),
with current fertiliser application rates, irrigation, and farm management practices – no
wastewater irrigation is used. This will be used to assess against the proposed future scenarios
which will incorporate the irrigation of wastewater. Table 3 presents the baseline nutrient
losses for the property.
Table 3: Current Nutrient Losses for the Baseline Proposed Irrigation Site
Area (ha)
42.4

N Loss Total
(kg)
2,097

N Loss per ha
(kg N/ha)
49

P Loss Total
(kg)
10

P Loss per ha
(kg P/ha)
0.2

This baseline scenario contains higher N loss rates than Scenario 0 as the neighbouring land
parcels were unable to offset the two cropping blocks within the owned parcel. Also, there
has been a more intensive cropping regime over the past year, including winter grazing,
cultivation of turnips in July, as well as irrigation and fertiliser use.
Other changes within the model that have increased the N loss rate are that the owned land
parcel and neighbouring leased land parcel have been blocked (Figure 3) to correspond with
irrigation vs non-irrigation land areas for the proposed centre pivot system (pivot location
shown to assist with subsequent blocking; and a site soil map (Figure 4) was produced during
field investigations (where Ravensdown had used the traditional Smap soil). Figure 5
represents the block distribution within Overseer. Attachment A, Table 10 shows nutrient
losses for the individual blocks, with Table 11 showing the OverseerFM inputs.

Figure 3: Proposed Centre Pivot Irrigation Area
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Figure 4: Site Soil Map

Figure 5: Overseer Blocks
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In Attachment A, Table 10 shows that Block 2-IRRIG (Mand_22a.1), Block 2-NON IRRIG
(Mand_22a.1) and Block 4-IRRIG (Ashb_38a.1) contribute significantly to the elevated N loss
of 49 kg N/ha. This nitrogen leaching loss is in exceedance of the 30 % restricted discretionary
activity rule as noted within Rule TT2 and underlined within Table 5.9.1D of PC6. As
mentioned, this is due to the combination of an intensive cropping regime by which three
crops and two cultivation events occur over a year (one in June/July), a winter grazing period
of leafy turnips, alongside existing irrigation, and soil type. Although the overall nutrient
leaching values for this scenario are high, these are not unexpected given the intensive
cropping regime explained.
SCENARIO 2 – Farming and Wastewater Irrigated (No Cut and Carry)
A ‘business as usual’ scenario has been modelled to simulate an approach with the inclusion
of wastewater irrigation to 29.7 ha of land, with no cut and carry. OverseerFM inputs were
consistent with Scenario 1 for all parameters except animals, irrigation, and fertiliser. As
mentioned, these parameters have been provided by Malcolm Drummond, with irrigation and
fertiliser application numbers applied following calculations and technical discussions.
The application of wastewater to land is designed to be a substitute for freshwater irrigation
and fertiliser use, meaning there will be no freshwater irrigation or fertiliser use across the
two blocks where wastewater is applied. In the OverseerFM model, wastewater is added as
freshwater irrigation, with the wastewater nutrients added as a soluble fertiliser. Furthermore,
a large proportion of the lower terrace is now being irrigated to increase pasture growth and
maintain it, in order to raise an extra 10 steers of the same age and weight. Table 4 shows
the nutrient losses for the property, with the nutrient losses per block and the OverseerFM
inputs provided in Attachment A, Table 13 and 14 respectively.
The depth of application of wastewater to each block has been determined based on a soil
water budget system and a trigger point; fixed depth applied strategy. This soil water budget
and trigger point is produced by OverseerFM and is determined based on soil water content,
when irrigation is deemed necessary to avoid plant stress. Application depth and the trigger
point is determined using the plant available water (PAW) capacity of the soil. The soil water
budget calculates irrigation return periods and application depths based on modelled soil
moisture as described above. Table 12 represents applied nitrogen and phosphorus loads
within wastewater for each month. Attachment A, Figure 7 represents the cropping rotations
for this scenario.
Table 4: Proposed Nutrient Losses following WW Application (Worst case)
Area (ha)
42.4

N Loss Total
(kg)
2,530

N Loss per ha
(kg N/ha)
60

P Loss Total
(kg)
20

P Loss per ha
(kg P/ha)
0.5

This scenario details a ‘business as usual’ approach by the Drummonds where no changes to
the existing farming system are implemented, other than applying wastewater to 29.7 ha of
land. This scenario aims to present the maximum amount of leaching that could potentially
occur once land application of wastewater to the full 29.7 ha occurs. A N leaching loss of
60 kg N/ha exceeds the restricted discretionary rule (Rule TT2) threshold of 30%, Table
5.9.1D of PC6, which means under this scenario the activity would be a non-complying activity.
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SCENARIO 3A: CUT AND CARRY SYSTEM (WW IRRIGATED) (2 PARCELS)
The nitrogen leaching rates under Scenarios 1 and 2 both exceed the threshold for a restricted
discretionary activity, Table 5.9.1D of PC6, and will be considered non-complying activities.
Therefore, appropriate land management practices will need to be implemented by the
Drummond’s to minimise this N leaching, even without wastewater irrigation. As with Scenario
2, this Scenario includes the use of wastewater irrigation.
To assist with bringing down the nitrogen loss, farm management and mitigation options can
be considered. Suitable mitigation options involve moving away from the existing intensive
cropping regime to one focusing more on a cut and carry system. Cut and carry systems, as
currently done on Block 3 paddocks for ryegrass, allows nutrients within soil or applied as
wastewater to be taken up by the plant and stored until it is cut and exported off the property,
preventing nutrients from leaching. These systems can prove to be effective at mitigating
against nitrate leaching. As part of this cut and carry system, animals are removed from all
blocks except those on the lower terrace (Ashb_38a.1 blocks), with cropping blocks being
converted to ryegrass. Table 5 presents the proposed nutrient leaching limits for this proposed
scenario. Attachment A, Table 15 shows the losses per block, Table 16 shows the Overseer
inputs, and Figure 8 the cropping rotations for this scenario.
Table 5: Proposed Nutrient Losses under Scenario 3A
Area (ha)
42.4

N Loss Total
(kg)
1,022

N Loss per ha
(kg N/ha)
24

P Loss Total
(kg)
20

P Loss per ha
(kg P/ha)
0.5

As shown in Table 5, a cut and carry system has the potential of reducing nutrient losses
significantly. By implementing a cut and carry system across the two land parcels where
wastewater will be applied, nutrient losses are reduced to a level that is considered a permitted
activity for the designated LUC class 2 and 3 status, Table 5.9.1D, PC6. That being said, the
modelled nutrient losses are at the upper end of these limits, which means that careful
management is required to ensure the losses remain as a permitted activity.
The Drummonds have indicated through discussions that their preference is to grow high
value crops (e.g. barley or maize). This modelled scenario includes the rotation of barley
crops which can be effectively grown without increasing N losses.
Although this system requires the Drummonds to change the way they farm the land, it has
the potential to result in a range of benefits for them with the main one being the reliable
year-round production of crops (e.g. barley, maize, ryegrass) which can be sold off site. It
also results in reducing the nutrient leaching levels further.
SCENARIO 3B: CUT AND CARRY SYSTEM (WW IRRIGATED) (1 PARCEL)
This scenario is the same as Scenario 3A, however only the 23.5 ha of the Drummond owned
parcel has been included here. The adjacent parcel is being leased by the Drummonds and
not owned, so there is uncertainty of the availability of the land parcel for wastewater irrigation
over the consent duration. If the Drummonds owned this parcel, or the Council were to
purchase this, there would be much more certainty regarding its availability in the long term.
Therefore, as an option, Scenario 3B estimates how a cut and carry system would operate if
this leased parcel were to become unavailable and all irrigation must occur on the Drummond
owned parcel.
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Table 6 shows the predicted nutrient losses for the application of wastewater over just
22.5 ha. The land management regime for this option is exactly the same as Scenario 3A,
except the number of animals have been reduced from 45, 250 kg one year old steers to 30.
Attachment A, Table 17 and 18 presents the nutrient losses by block and the OverseerFM
inputs respectively; and Figure 9 presents the cropping rotations for this scenario.
Table 6: Proposed Nutrient Losses under Scenario 3A
Area (ha)
22.5

N Loss Total
(kg)
780

N Loss per ha
(kg N/ha)
33

P Loss Total
(kg)
9

P Loss per ha
(kg P/ha)
0.4

As shown in Table 6, the irrigation of wastewater over 22.5 ha of land gives a total N loss of
33 kg N/ha which is within the 30 % threshold for a restricted discretionary activity. Therefore,
a resource consent is required, but this type of consent is easier to get that one for a noncomplying activity. As this N loss value is right on the upper limit, the system would require
careful management to remain below this threshold so not to become a non-complying
activity.
DISCUSSION
The two baseline Scenarios, 0 and 1 (no wastewater), give differing N losses per ha values
(26 vs 49 kg N/ha) this is because they are not directly comparable to one another because
Scenario 0 covers additional land parcels that were not in Scenario 1. Also, the soil types
within wastewater irrigated land parcels have been adjusted following a site soil investigation.
Table 7: Scenario Nutrient Loss Summary
Name
Scenario
Scenario
Scenario
Scenario
Scenario

0
1
2
3A
3B

N Loss Total
(kg)
1,833
2,097
2,530
1,022
780

N Loss per ha
(kg N/ha)
26
49
60
24
33

P Loss Total
(kg)
28
10
20
20
9

P Loss per ha
(kg P/ha)
0.4
0.2
0.5
0.5
0.4

In the ‘business as usual’ approach (Scenario 2) when 29.7 ha of land is irrigated with
wastewater, N losses increase to 60 kg N/ha (Table 7) - this is a non-complying activity. This
scenario essentially substitutes the previous fertiliser application and freshwater irrigation with
wastewater across those 29.7 ha. This scenario signals that land management is required on
site in order to reduce the N loss so that the activity is not non-complying and is instead a
restricted discretionary or potentially permitted activity.
A land management regime of cut and carry (Scenario 3A) provides an improvement to the
projected N losses by reducing them down to 24 kg N/ha through the plant uptake of N within
soil and removal of the crop/silage. Although this system requires the previous crops to be
converted to pasture within the land treatment area, high economically yielding crops can still
be grown if cropping rotations are minimised and the net export of nitrogen assists to offset
any nitrogen leaching. It should be noted that animals were restricted to grazing on the lower
terrace (Ashb_38a.1) blocks only. The N losses for this Scenario 3A are considered to be
within the permitted activity limits.
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Scenario 3B has been modelled to address the potential loss of the neighbouring land’s lease.
Should this land parcel become unavailable, and wastewater could only be applied to the land
owned by the Drummond’s, and assuming a cut and carry option was adopted, nutrient losses
will increase to 33 kg N/ha. The N loss value is just below the threshold of a non-complying
activity underlined within PC6 (35 kg N/ha), meaning careful farm management would need
to be employed to ensure this loss does not increase.
CONCLUSIONS
The following are key findings:
• Over the past year, nutrient modelling would suggest:
o The collective land use of the parcels of land owned by the Drummond’s is
slightly over (26 kg N/ha) the permitted activity threshold (25 Kg N/ha) in Table
5.9.1D of PC6.
o When considering the parcels of land adjacent to the Takapau wastewater
treatment plant, including the leased land, the land use is a non-complying
activity with regards to N leaching (49 kg N/ha).
o The inclusion of wastewater under a ‘business as usual approach’ increases
nutrient losses to 60 kg N/ha. If required, changes can be made to land
management to reduce the nitrogen leaching to close to the permitted activity
threshold.
• The inclusion of wastewater exceeds the permitted and restricted discretionary activity
thresholds when current land use is considered, and could be considered as a noncomplying activity. However, there are options that wastewater use provides for a
consent to be granted as a non-complying activity as objectives and policies in the
regional plan can be addressed.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to get in contact.
Yours sincerely,
Lowe Environmental Impact
Sam Morris
sam@lei.co.nz
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ATTACHMENT A
BLOCK SUMMARIES & OVERSEERFM INPUTS
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SCENARIO 0:
Table 8: Nutrient Losses for Proposed Irrigated Land (Scenario 0)
Name
Pasture
Ashb_38a.1
Barley>Oats/Past>
Peas>Hunter
Mand_22a.1 Gun
Barley>Oats/Past>
Peas>Hunter
Ruat_7a.1 Gun

Area
(ha)

N Loss
Total
(kg)

N Loss
per ha
(kg
N/ha)

N in
Drainage
(ppm)

P Loss
Total
(kg)

P Loss
per ha
(kg P/ha)

19.1

411

22

6

5

0.3

11

559

51

12

2

0.2

1.1

53

48

11

1

1.1

Retrieved from Tyler & Stewart (2020)
*Green=Pasture, Orange=Cropping
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Table 9: Overseer Inputs for Scenario 0
Overseer
Parameters

Irrigation

Pasture Blocks
Pasture Ashb_38a.1 (19.1 ha)
Pasture Hast_29a.1 (3.7 ha)
Pasture Okawa_1a.1 (5.4 ha)
Crop Blocks
Barley>Oats/Past>Peas>Hunter Mand_22a.1 Gun (11 ha)
Barley>Oats/Past>Peas>Hunter Ruat_7a.1 Gun (1.1 ha)
Oats/Past>Barley>GFOats>Maize Ashb_38a.1 Pvt (2 ha)
Oats/Past>Barley>GFOats>Maize Hast_29a.1 Pvt (8.7 ha)
Past>Barley Hast_29a.1 (8.3 ha)
Peas>Ital>Barley Tarar_6a.1 Gun (4.7 ha)
Other Blocks
Trees (0.7 ha)
House 1 (0.1 ha)
House 2 (0.1 ha)
*4.9 ha not declared as blocks.
Soils have been included directly from Smap soil data and distribution.
No drainage method assumed for the irrigation areas
Cropping blocks contain a mixture of barley, maize, peas, ryegrass and turnips.
Figure 5 represents existing cropping rotations.
65-90 rising 1-2 year steers. Starting weight 250-280 kg, end weight 500-600
kg. Grazed on pasture paddocks with defoliation events on leafy turnips.
No dairy effluent system.
18 tonnes (DM) of barley straw purchased and distributed across the three
pasture blocks. Distributed 33/34% in June-August under an average storage
condition and utilisation.
Fertiliser use included Cropmaster DAP, Barley Side 19, a Pea Mix, a Maize
Base and a non-conforming product from the fertiliser works.
Two irrigation types are present across the properties. A travelling irrigator with
a fixed depth and return period of 18 mm, with a 15 day return period to
Barley>Oats/Past>Peas>Hunter Mand_22a.1 Gun, Barley>Oats/Past>Peas>
Hunter Ruat_7a.1 Gun and Peas>Ital>Barley Tarar_6a.1 Gun blocks in the
months of November, with a 18 mm and a 31 day return period for the month
of October within the reporting year.

GHG

A linear and centre pivot extends across Oats/Past>Barley>GFOats>Maize
Ashb_38a.1 Pvt and Oats/Past>Barley>GFOats>Maize Hast_29a.1 Pvt blocks.
This irrigation uses a fixed depth and return period of 20 mm and 31 days for
November of Year 1 and October of the reporting year.
Default not overridden.

Blocks

Soil
Drainage
Pasture/Crops
Animals
Structure/Effluent
Supplements
Fertiliser
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Figure 5: Crop rotations for Scenario 0
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SCENARIO 1:
Table 10: Nutrient Losses for Scenario 1
Name
Block 1 – IRRIG
(Ashb_38a.1)
Block 1 – NON
IRRIG
(Ashb_38a.1)
Block 2 – IRRIG
(Ashb_38a.1)
Block 2 – IRRIG
(Mand_22a.1)
Block 2 – NON
IRRIG
(Mand_22a.1)
Block 3 – IRRIG
(Mand_25a.1)
Block 3 – NON
IRRIG
(Mand_25a.1)
Block 4 – IRRIG
(Ashb_38a.1)
Block 5 – NON
IRRIG
(Ashb_38a.1)

Area (ha)

N Loss
Total (kg)

N Loss
per ha
(kg N/ha)

N in
Drainage
(ppm)

P Loss
Total (kg)

P Loss
per ha
(kg P/ha)

5.2

76

14.6

4

1

0.3

3.2

46

14.4

4

1

0.3

2.6

37

14.4

4

1

0.3

10.9

1,574

144.8

39

2

0.1

1

137

136.5

38

0

0.1

9

46

5

1

1

0.2

5.4

28

5

1

1

0.2

2

122

60.7

15

2

0.9

1.7

25

14.7

4

0

0.1

Green=Pasture & Orange=Cropping blocks
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Table 11: OverseerFM Inputs for Scenario 1
Overseer
Parameters
Pasture Blocks
Block 1 – IRRIG (Ashb_38a.1) – 5.2 ha
Block 1 – Block 1 – NON IRRIG (Ashb_38a.1) – 3.2 ha
Block 2 – IRRIG (Ashb_38a.1) – 2.6 ha
Block 5 – NON IRRIG (Ashb_38a.1) – 1.7 ha
Blocks

Soil
Drainage
Pasture/Crops
Animals
Structure/Effluent
Supplements
Fertiliser
Irrigation
GHG

Crop Blocks
Block 2 – IRRIG (Mand_22a.1) – 10.9 ha
Block 2 – NON IRRIG (MAND_22a.1) – 1 ha
Block 3 – IRRIG (Mand 25a.1) – 9 ha
Block 3 – NON IRRIG (Mand 25a.1) – 5.4 ha
Block 4 – IRRIG (Ashb_38a.1) – 2 ha
Soils were added based from Smap names. A separate soil map for the farm
has been produced following field investigations (Figure 4).
No drainage method assumed for the irrigation areas
Cropping blocks contain a mixture of turnips, barley, oats and ryegrass. Crop
rotations showing in Figure 6.
35 one year old steers (250 kg) grazed on pasture paddocks with defoliation
events on leafy turnips or no difference between blocks for relative
productivity. Animals grazed on Block 4 – IRRIG (Ashb_38a.1) when pasture
was present.
No dairy effluent system.
18 tonnes of silage removed from the farm in May, December and May under a
cut and carry system for Block 3 equivalent to 6 tonnes of DM/ha/yr.
Nutrients within wastewater applied as a soluble fertiliser to IRRIG blocks. N
and P concentrations vary per month based on soil water budget irrigation
depths. Table 12 represents the N and P loads within each month for the
farm.
Linear and centre pivot irrigation system based on a soil water budget with a
trigger point; fixed depth applied strategy to IRRIG blocks.
Default not overridden.
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Figure 6: Crop Rotations for Scenario 1
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January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

Table 12: Whole Farm N and P Wastewater Loads
P WW
N WW Load (kg N/ha)
Load (kg P/ha)
55
13.8
25
6.4
14
3.6
13
3.2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
16
4.0
30
7.5
50
12.6
58
14.6
261
65.7

SCENARIO 2
Table 13: Nutrient Losses for Proposed Irrigated Land (Scenario 2)
Name
Block 1 – IRRIG
(Ashb_38a.1)
Block 1 – NON
IRRIG
(Ashb_38a.1)
Block 2 – IRRIG
(Ashb_38a.1)
Block 2 – IRRIG
(Mand_22a.1)
Block 2 – NON
IRRIG
(Mand_22a.1)
Block 3 – IRRIG
(Mand_25a.1)
Block 3 – NON
IRRIG
(Mand_25a.1)
Block 4 – IRRIG
(Ashb_38a.1)
Block 5 – NON
IRRIG
(Ashb_38a.1)

Area (ha)

N Loss
Total
(kg)

N Loss
per ha
(kg
N/ha)

N in
Drainage

P Loss
Total
(kg)

P Loss
per ha
(kg P/ha)

5.2

184

35.4

8

3

0.6

3.2

54

16.9

5

0

0.1

2.6

91

34.6

8

2

0.6

10.9

1,783

163.4

36

3

0.2

1

120

120.1

34

0

0.1

9

47

5

1

6

0.8

5.4

28

5

1

1

0.2

2

189

93.5

20

2

0.9

1.7

30

17.6

5

0

0.1

P=Pasture & C=Cropping blocks
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Table 14: OverseerFM Inputs for Scenario 2
Overseer
Parameters
Pasture Blocks
Block 1 – IRRIG (Ashb_38a.1) – 5.2 ha
Block 1 – Block 1 – NON IRRIG (Ashb_38a.1) – 3.2 ha
Block 2 – IRRIG (Ashb_38a.1) – 2.6 ha
Block 5 – NON IRRIG (Ashb_38a.1) – 1.7 ha
Blocks

Soil
Drainage
Pasture/Crops
Animals
Structure/Effluent
Supplements

Fertiliser
Irrigation
GHG

Crop Blocks
Block 2 – IRRIG (Mand_22a.1) – 10.9 ha
Block 2 – NON IRRIG (MAND_22a.1) – 1 ha
Block 3 – IRRIG (Mand 25a.1) – 9 ha
Block 3 – NON IRRIG (Mand 25a.1) – 5.4 ha
Block 4 – IRRIG (Ashb_38a.1) – 2 ha
Soils were added based from Smap names. A separate soil map for the farm
has been produced following field investigations (Figure 4).
No drainage method assumed for the irrigation areas
Cropping blocks contain a mixture of turnips, barley, oats and ryegrass. Crop
rotations are shown in Figure 7.
45 one year old steers (250 kg) grazed on pasture paddocks with defoliation
events on leafy turnips. Animals were assigned relative productivity units of
1.5 for IRRIG blocks and 1 for NON IRRIG. Animals grazed on Block 4 – IRRIG
(Ashb_38a.1) when pasture was present.
No dairy effluent system.
86 tonnes of silage removed from the farm in February under a cut and carry
system for Block 3 equivalent to 6 tonnes of DM/ha/yr. 18 tonnes (DM) of
barley straw purchased and distributed across Ashb_38a.1 blocks (aside from
Block 4). Distributed 33/34% in June-August under an average storage
condition and utilisation.
Nutrients within wastewater applied as a soluble fertiliser to IRRIG blocks. N
and P concentrations vary per month based on soil water budget irrigation
depths. Table 12 represents the N and P loads within each month for the
farm.
Linear and centre pivot irrigation system based on a soil water budget with a
trigger point; fixed depth applied strategy to IRRIG blocks.
Default not overridden.
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Figure 7: Crop Rotations for Scenario 2
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SCENARIO 3A
Table 15: Nutrient Losses for Proposed Irrigated Land (Scenario 3A)
Name
Block 1 – IRRIG
(Ashb_38a.1)
Block 1 – NON
IRRIG
(Ashb_38a.1)
Block 2 – IRRIG
(Ashb_38a.1)
Block 2 – IRRIG
(Mand_22a.1)
Block 2 – NON
IRRIG
(Mand_22a.1)
Block 3 – IRRIG
(Mand_25a.1)
Block 3 – NON
IRRIG
(Mand_25a.1)
Block 4 – IRRIG
(Ashb_38a.1)
Block 5 – NON
IRRIG
(Ashb_38a.1)

Area (ha)

N Loss
Total
(kg)

N Loss
per ha
(kg N/ha)

N in
Drainage
(ppm)

P Loss
Total
(kg)

P Loss
per ha
(kg P/ha)

5.2

214

41.2

9

3

0.6

3.2

69

21.5

6

0

0.1

2.6

106

40.4

9

2

0.6

10.9

366

33.8

7

3

0.2

1

10

9.7

3

0

0.1

9

47

5

1

6

0.8

5.4

87

16.4

4

1

0.2

2

79

39

8

2

0.9

1.7

39

22.5

6

0

0.1

Green=Pasture & Orange=Cropping blocks
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Table 16: OverseerFM Inputs for Scenario 3A
Overseer
Parameters
Pasture Blocks
Block 1 – IRRIG (Ashb_38a.1) – 5.2 ha (Grazed)
Block 1 – Block 1 – NON IRRIG (Ashb_38a.1) – 3.2 ha (Grazed)
Block 2 – IRRIG (Ashb_38a.1) – 2.6 ha (Grazed)
Block 5 – NON IRRIG (Ashb_38a.1) – 1.7 ha (Grazed)
Blocks

Soil
Drainage
Pasture/Crops
Animals
Structure/Effluent

Crop Blocks
Block 2 – IRRIG (Mand_22a.1) – 10.9 ha
Block 2 – NON IRRIG (MAND_22a.1) – 1 ha
Block 3 – IRRIG (Mand 25a.1) – 9 ha
Block 3 – NON IRRIG (Mand 25a.1) – 5.4 ha (Grazed)
Block 4 – IRRIG (Ashb_38a.1) – 2 ha
Soils were added based from Smap names. A separate soil map for the farm
has been produced following field investigations (Figure 4).
No drainage method assumed for the irrigation areas
Cropping blocks contain a mixture of barley, oats and ryegrass. Block 4 –
IRRIG (Ashb_38a.1) converted from intensive cropping to a cut and carry
system (still a cropping block however). Block 3 – NON IRRIG (Mand_25a.1)
converted from cut and carry to pasture for grazing.
45 one year old steers (250 kg) grazed on non-irrigated pasture paddocks
only. No animals grazed within irrigated area.
No dairy effluent system.
42 tonnes of DM silage removed from the farm under a cut and carry system
for Block 3 IRRIG (Mand_25a.1) for the months of December, March and
August (126 tonnes total) equivalent to 14t DM/ha/yr.
3-3.5 tonnes of DM silage removed from the farm under a cut and carry
system for Block 4 IRRIG (Ashb_38a.1) for the months of December, March
and August (9.5 tonnes total) equivalent to 14t DM/ha/yr.

Supplements
45 tonnes of DM silage removed from the farm under a cut and carry system
for Block 2 IRRIG (Mand_22a.1) for the month of June equivalent to 14t
DM/ha/yr.

Fertiliser
Irrigation
GHG

4 tonnes of DM silage removed from the farm under a cut and carry system for
Block 2 NON-IRRIG (Mand_22a.1) for the month of June equivalent to 14t
DM/ha/yr.
Nutrients within wastewater applied as a soluble fertiliser to IRRIG blocks. N
and P concentrations vary per month based on soil water budget irrigation
depths. Table 13 represents the N and P loads within each month for the
farm.
Linear and centre pivot irrigation system based on a soil water budget with a
trigger point; fixed depth applied strategy to IRRIG blocks.
Default not overridden.
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Figure 8: Crop Rotations for Scenario 3A
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SCENARIO 3B
Table 17: Nutrient Losses for Proposed Irrigated Land (Scenario 3B)
Name
Block 1 – IRRIG
(Ashb_38a.1)
Block 1 – NON
IRRIG
(Ashb_38a.1)
Block 2 – IRRIG
(Ashb_38a.1)
Block 2 – IRRIG
(Mand_22a.1)
Block 2 – NON
IRRIG
(Mand_22a.1)

Area (ha)

N Loss
Total
(kg)

N Loss
per ha
(kg N/ha)

N in
Drainage
(ppm)

P Loss
Total
(kg)

P Loss
per ha
(kg P/ha)

5.2

218

42.1

10

3

0.6

3.2

73

22.5

7

0

0.1

2.6

108

41.3

9

2

0.6

10.9

366

33.8

7

3

0.2

1

10

9.7

3

0

0.1

Green=Pasture & Orange=Cropping blocks
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Table 18: OverseerFM Inputs for Scenario 3B
Overseer
Parameters

Blocks

Soil
Drainage
Pasture/Crops
Animals
Structure/Effluent

Supplements

Fertiliser
Irrigation
GHG

Pasture Blocks
Block 1 – IRRIG (Ashb_38a.1) – 5.2 ha (Grazed)
Block 1 – Block 1 – NON IRRIG (Ashb_38a.1) – 3.2 ha (Grazed)
Block 2 – IRRIG (Ashb_38a.1) – 2.6 ha (Grazed)
Crop Blocks
Block 2 – IRRIG (Mand_22a.1) – 10.9 ha
Block 2 – NON IRRIG (MAND_22a.1) – 1 ha
Soils were added based from Smap names. A separate soil map for the farm
has been produced following field investigations (Figure 4).
No drainage method assumed for the irrigation areas
Cropping blocks contain a mixture of barley, oats and ryegrass.
30 one year old steers (250 kg) grazed on non-irrigated pasture paddocks
only. No animals grazed within irrigated area.
No dairy effluent system.
45 tonnes of DM silage removed from the farm under a cut and carry system
for Block 2 IRRIG (Mand_22a.1) for the month of June equivalent to 14t
DM/ha/yr.
4 tonnes of DM silage removed from the farm under a cut and carry system for
Block 2 NON-IRRIG (Mand_22a.1) for the month of June equivalent to 14t
DM/ha/yr.
Nutrients within wastewater applied as a soluble fertiliser to IRRIG blocks. N
and P concentrations vary per month based on soil water budget irrigation
depths. Table 12 represents the N and P loads within each month for the
farm.
Linear and centre pivot irrigation system based on a soil water budget with a
trigger point; fixed depth applied strategy to IRRIG blocks.
Default not overridden.

Figure 9: Crop Rotations for Scenario 3B

